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Self-organization of maze-like structures via
guided wrinkling
Hyung Jong Bae,1 Sangwook Bae,2,3 Jinsik Yoon,4 Cheolheon Park,4 Kibeom Kim,4
Sunghoon Kwon,1,2,3,5* Wook Park4*
Sophisticated three-dimensional (3D) structures found in nature are self-organized by bottom-up natural processes.
To artificially construct these complex systems, various bottom-up fabrication methods, designed to transform 2D
structures into 3D structures, have been developed as alternatives to conventional top-down lithography processes.
We present a different self-organization approach, where we construct microstructures with periodic and ordered,
but with random architecture, like mazes. For this purpose, we transformed planar surfaces using wrinkling to directly use randomly generated ridges as maze walls. Highly regular maze structures, consisting of several tessellations with customized designs, were fabricated by precisely controlling wrinkling with the ridge-guiding structure,
analogous to the creases in origami. The method presented here could have widespread applications in various
material systems with multiple length scales.

Two-dimensional (2D) to 3D transformation approaches, such as origami, kirigami, or mechanical instability, have attracted attention as
alternatives to conventional lithography techniques for constructing
complicated structures. Moreover, these self-organization methods
can be applied to various functional material systems on different length
scales (1). Consequently, they have been extensively studied for numerous applications, including functional machine fabrications (2, 3), deformable energy storage devices (4), acoustic waveguides (5), optics
(6), flexible devices (7), 3D electronics (8), and microfluidics (9), in addition to theoretical investigations (10–16).
As an interesting example of complex 3D structures, physical mazes
have been useful tools for research purposes, such as maze solving
(17, 18) and the behavioral study of organisms (19, 20), as well as providing a popular form of entertainment. However, the fabrication of
these structures on microscales with designed directionality and uniformity but a chaotic architecture has been unexplored despite its potential applications. Among the self-organization techniques, wrinkling
can be a potent approach to spontaneously construct maze-like structures, because the walls and pathways of the maze correspond to the
ridges and valleys of the wrinkles, respectively. Moreover, the physical
maze pathways can be organized with the randomness caused by the
wrinkling, without using maze blueprints generated from the algorithms. Furthermore, wrinkling allows numerous identical structures
to be simultaneously transformed into unique mazes.
However, owing to the intrinsic random nature of wrinkling, wrinkle control methods are necessary to satisfy the requirements for the
maze structure. Since Bowden et al. (21) began fabricating aligned
wrinkles on polydimethylsiloxane substrates, various control techniques have been developed, including prepatterning substrates or
films (22–24), controlling stress states (25–32), and using molds (33).
Although both parallel and perpendicular alignments of the ridges
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into prepatterned structures were achieved by changing the structural
dimensions such as pitch and height (22, 23), controlling the individual ridges to form in any direction was challenging because of the lack
of elaborate control mechanisms. However, this type of ridge control
is essential for various maze shape designs.
On the other hand, direct wrinkle patterning methods were developed using a focused ion beam (34) and lasers (35) for more precise
patterning of wrinkles. Although these studies demonstrated the generation of wrinkles with designed patterns that were unachievable by the
other methods discussed above, these techniques are inadequate for
transformation purposes. This is because those approaches cannot fully
use the advantages of the bottom-up nature of wrinkling, and thus, the
self-organization of patterned structures with scalability is demanding.
Here, we have achieved a scalable self-organization of maze-like microstructures that had periodic patterns with specific directionalities
while still using the bottom-up nature of wrinkling (Fig. 1A). To control
intrinsically random wrinkles, we prepatterned ridge-guiding structures
on the surface of the polymeric microparticle through photopolymerization of the prepolymer mixture by illuminating patterned and precisely focused ultraviolet (UV) light. Then, these prepatterned substrates
were coated with silica for wrinkling (36). Using the guiding structures,
we intended wrinkles to have directional order along the specific guided
site. In addition, by using particle substrates, we provided isolated structures for complete individual mazes in the microscale and scalability
in the structural design.

RESULTS

Guided wrinkling
The guiding structure consists of small grooves on one surface of the
particle, which can only be geometrically transformed to valleys during the wrinkling process. That is, ridges can be generated only outside
the grooves. By designing the arrangement of the grooves, we achieved
precise control of ridge-guided sites and the corresponding wrinkle
structure. For example, we fabricated a groove array with a checkerboard pattern on the particle surface by blocking UV light using 1 pixel–
by–1 pixel black dots on the photomask (Fig. 1B). Then, the ridges
had to be spatially ordered along either the horizontal or vertical direction because the ridge-guided site is restricted to those orthogonal
lines by the guiding grooves. Although ridge orientation is directed in
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Fig. 2. Controlling maze tessellation. (A to C) CLSM images of the wrinkle patterns designed for orthogonal, sigma, and theta maze tessellations, respectively. The
inset images show a part of the photomask for each pattern. Scale bars, 25 mm. (D to F) Distributions of the ridge orientation extracted from images with orthogonal,
sigma, and theta tessellations, respectively. Each histogram contains ridge information from 20 microparticles.

predetermined angles, the type of ridge at each ridge decision point (the
crossing point of two different ridge-guided lines) is randomly determined to either a ridge ending, a bend, a straight line, or a ridge
bifurcation (see the Supplementary Materials and fig. S1 for the ridge
organization). Consequently, the resulting microstructure showed mazelike topography, which exhibited a highly ordered but random netBae et al., Sci. Adv. 2017; 3 : e1700071
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work (fig. S2). Moreover, each transformed microstructure fabricated
in the same batch had unique architecture while retaining programmed
overall ridge orientations (fig. S3). We also found that the guiding
structure itself could not show a specific pattern when scanned using a
confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) (Fig. 1C). This reveals that
the final structure was spontaneously organized through the wrinkling
2 of 6
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Fig. 1. Guided wrinkling for maze construction. (A) Self-organization of maze-like structures through wrinkling. (B) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process
using ridge-guiding structures. First, the guiding structure composed of a groove array was prepatterned on the microparticle surface through the photopolymerization
of the photocurable polymer with the corresponding photomask. Then, each ridge decision point was randomly transformed to either an ending, a bend, a straight line,
or a bifurcation type during the wrinkling. According to the geometry of the ridge-guided site, wrinkles were spatially aligned in predetermined directions. (C) Brightfield and fluorescence image of the prepatterned substrate. The prepatterned microparticle immersed in ethanol was imaged by a CLSM. Dashed lines represent the
ridge-guided site. Scale bar, 10 mm. (D) Bright-field and fluorescence image of the wrinkled microparticle. Each dot and its color in the fluorescence image represent a
ridge decision point and its type shown in (B), respectively. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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process rather than through direct lithographical patterning (Fig. 1D).
Overall, allowing both the control of ridge orientation and randomness
of the ridge pattern is a distinctive feature compared to the previously
developed self-organization methods using mechanical instability.

Control the degree of ridge confinement
Further, some ridge patterns need to be preserved consistently in every
structure for certain purposes (for example, partial variations of maze
walls for distinct starting/ending sites), although overall patterns are
unique. For this purpose, single ridges should be confined within the
designed ridge-guided site. To achieve this, we first investigated the degree of ridge confinement along one axis by changing the dimension of
the orthogonal groove array (Fig. 3A). The ratios of the distance between two grooves (d) to the characteristic wavelength (l, the periodicity of the ridges in average) in both axes (dx/l and dy/l) were adjusted
by designing photomasks while keeping particle synthesis and silicacoating conditions constant (see Materials and Methods and fig. S5).
At the fixed value of dx/l, waves were well confined to the y axis when
dy/l ~ 0.25, whereas kinked ridges to the x axis existed when dy/l > 0.5.
When dx/l = dy/l and each value ranged from 0.5 to 1, wrinkles were
close to the orthogonal maze pattern. On the contrary, wrinkles were random when both values were greater than 1, or less than or equal to 0.25.
When dx/l ~ 2, two wave lines were generated in the ridge-guided line.
Next, we extracted the constrained wavelength (l′) from the guided
pattern and plotted l′/l according to dx/l to observe the guiding effect
in terms of the wavelength (Fig. 3B). Here, we only examined dy/l <
0.25 cases to exclude the confinement of the straightness from consideration. When dx/l < 0.4 or dx/l > 1.5, the constrained wavelength was
similar to the characteristic wavelength because the dimension of the
guiding structure was too small or too large comparatively and thus
had no confining effect. On the contrary, when dx/l ranged from 0.4
to 1.5, l′/l was proportional to dx/l, which verified that the wavelength
of the guided patterns was controllable with the guiding structure
Bae et al., Sci. Adv. 2017; 3 : e1700071
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Control maze tessellation
Mazes have a variety of shapes, and they can be classified by tessellation,
the configuration of a basic maze unit (37). To spontaneously construct
physical mazes with specific tessellations, ridges should be precisely
guided into their desired directions throughout the entire structure.
We realized typical tessellations, which are orthogonal (maze unit
formed into a perpendicular shape), sigma (maze unit formed into
a hexagonal shape), and theta (ring-like shape), by prepatterning microparticles with appropriate groove array structures (Fig. 2, A to C).
To qualitatively verify the accuracy of the tessellation controllability,
we measured the orientation of the ridges from the CLSM image of
microstructure samples in each tessellation group. The histogram of
the ridge orientation distribution showed peak values at the corresponding programmed angles in the orthogonal and sigma shapes,
and a relatively unbiased tendency in the theta shape, confirming that
the ridges were well controlled on the basis of the guiding structure
(Fig. 2, D to F). However, the sigma tessellation showed relatively unclear peaks when compared to the orthogonal tessellation. Observing
the groove array structure for the sigma tessellation, we expected the
ridges to be oriented at 0°, 60°, and 120° (fig. S4A). However, not all ridges
were bent with those angles at the ridge decision points (fig. S4B). Specifically, when three or more ridge decision points were connected in one
direction (diagonal or vertical directions), the angle orientation of the
ridges tended to be tilted at 30°, 150°, or 90° orientations. The tilted angles
of some ridges seem to have caused the peak values to be ambiguous.

dimensions in this range. However, when 1 < dx/l < 1.5, the ridges
showed a zigzag pattern rather than a straight one. This verified that
the width of the individual ridges was not constrained in this range,
although the overall periodicity was controlled because of the guiding
grooves along the y axis.
Overall, single straight ridges can be confined within the ridgeguided line when the intergroove distance along the desired ridge

Fig. 3. Controlling the degree of ridge confinement along guiding
structures. (A) Confinement of the ridge straightness based on the guiding structure dimensions. Photomasks for guiding structures were designed to satisfy several ratios between the characteristic wavelength (l) and the dimensions of the
ridge-guiding structure (dx and dy). The exact (dx/l, dy/l) values for the displayed
CLSM images were (0.25, 0.25), (0.43, 0.22), (0.86, 0.22), (2.07, 0.26), (0.52, 0.52),
(0.90, 0.45), (1.83, 0.46), (0.91, 0.91), (1.84, 0.92), and (1.83, 1.83) from the bottom
left image, respectively. Scale bar, 10 mm. (B) Confinement of the pattern
wavelength based on the guiding structure dimensions. The ratios between the
characteristic wavelength and the constrained wavelength (l′) were extracted
from the sample patterns guided with several dx/l values satisfying dy/l < 0.25.
Error bars represented SDs, and n = 7 particles for each data point. Insets show
representative patterns at the marked points. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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direction is a quarter of the characteristic wavelength or less, whereas
the width of the ridge-guided line is larger than 40% of the characteristic wavelength but smaller than the wavelength. That is, unidirectional wrinkles with any direction can be generated regardless of the
characteristic wavelength of the pattern by designing the dimension of
the groove array in a certain direction after determining the wavelength
based on the UV light dose for the photopolymerization and the silica
thickness. This highly uniform anisotropic pattern (fig. S6), as well as
three different tessellation patterns presented, could be generated through
the same isotropic shrinking process. This is a distinctive advantage over
previous control methods, where the unidirectional patterning was usually
possible by an anisotropic stress control by means of external guidance
using mechanical devices, limiting heterogeneous pattern fabrication.

Fig. 4. Demonstration of various physical mazes. (A) Theta maze. Maze paths (lower image) were analyzed from the CLSM image (upper image). The starting point
(red dot), the ending point (green dot), and the possible pathways (lines) are presented. The red line shows the shortest solution path. Scale bar, 25 mm. (B) Mixed maze.
Wrinkles with four different directional orders (including random and anisotropic patterns) were generated in a single structure for a complex maze pattern. Scale bar,
25 mm. (C) Orthogonal maze containing a customized internal structure. Letter-shaped walls were fabricated in the middle of the maze without destroying the
orthogonal maze pattern. Scale bar, 25 mm.
Bae et al., Sci. Adv. 2017; 3 : e1700071
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Demonstration of various mazes
Finally, using the developed delicate wrinkle control method, we demonstrated the construction of several physical mazes in microscale.
First, we fabricated a general theta maze that had pathways start from
the center and go to the outer edge of the structure (Fig. 4A). The boundary of the starting and ending points was fabricated by confining walls
(ridges) along corresponding directions. In addition, we intentionally
constructed straight pathways (valleys) from the ending region to the
outside of the maze by prepatterning grooves on the desired sites. The
fabricated mazes may have no solution path because the overall maze architecture is determined randomly during the wrinkling while the tessella-

tion is controlled. Although the infeasibility of providing the solution
path in every structure causes limitations, it seems advantageous for
applications requiring scalability because constructing unique mazes
or numerous maze-like structures is possible using one layout for a
guiding structure.
Complex mazes, the three types of tessellations shown in Fig. 2,
could be realized in a single structure by synthesizing prepatterned
substrates using the combined photomask (Fig. 4B). Constructing heterogeneously controlled wrinkles in a single structure has been accomplished for the first time as far as we know. Some maze walls
connected to each other in the boundary regions reveal that the complex maze structure was spontaneously generated on the microparticle
during a single wrinkling process.
Furthermore, by generally applying ridge-confining rules over array structures, maze wall structures can be customized in a specific
area while maintaining overall tessellations. For example, we inscribed
letters with wrinkles by designing guiding structures to those letter
shapes (fig. S7). The ridges of the letters were confined when the d/l
value of the guiding grooves was less than 0.25, which was consistent
with the previous analysis. Using this mechanism, we successfully constructed letter-shaped walls inside the orthogonal maze (Fig. 4C). Overall, these highly versatile self-organizations originate from our novel
wrinkle control method using ridge-guiding structures that can be
simply prepatterned with any geometry. This transformation approach
allows flexible and high-throughput fabrication of unique structures
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containing customized designs as well as periodic random architecture
with different tessellations on a single substrate.

DISCUSSION

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The photocurable prepolymer consisted of a 7:3 volume ratio of trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate (Mn ~ 428, Sigma-Aldrich)
and 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl acrylate (Sigma-Aldrich) with a 10 volume % of Irgacure 1173 (BASF) as the photoinitiator to synthesize
prepatterned microparticles functionalized for the silica coating. The
0.025 weight % of methacryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine B
Bae et al., Sci. Adv. 2017; 3 : e1700071
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Microparticle synthesis conditions
The power of the UV light shaped by the digital micromirror device
was adjusted between 45 and 50 mW/cm2 after passing through the
20× objective lens (numerical aperture, 0.45; Olympus). Then, this light
was projected onto the prepared polymer resin for 150 to 200 ms. The
UV power or curing time was tuned within the presented ranges to satisfy the appropriate characteristic wavelength of the wrinkle structure.
Analysis of the ridge orientation
We used a modified version of our previous fingerprint image-processing
algorithm for the analysis (36, 38). In brief, first, the confocal image of
a wrinkled microparticle was transformed into gray scale. Then, within each image segment, we examined the local ridge orientations by
calculating image gradients with simultaneous reliability checks. Ridge
frequencies of the wrinkled particle were measured as the median frequency value across the whole image. The image then passed through
an oriented image filter that used the ridge orientation and ridge frequency information to produce a ridge-enhanced image. Finally, the
ridge orientations (represented as unit vectors with angles between 0°
and 180° for each 3 pixel–by–3 pixel window) were extracted from the
enhanced image. Ridge orientation histograms were plotted with a bin
size of 6°.
Analysis of the degree of ridge confinement in
guiding structures
To investigate the effect of the ratio of the distance between two grooves
to the wavelength on the degree of ridge confinement, we separated the
random and guided regions in every microparticle to extract the characteristic wavelength (l) and the constrained wavelength (l′) with the
guided pattern at the same time (fig. S5). We fixed the characteristic
wavelength of samples by using the same UV light dose for the particle synthesis and silica-coating conditions within an experiment. The
characteristic and constrained wavelengths were measured by fast
Fourier transform analysis from the random and guided regions, respectively, of the CLSM images using ImageJ software. The distance
between grooves (d) in both axes was controlled by changing the pixel
distance between black dots in the photomask. The intergroove distance on the wrinkled surface (micrometers) was calculated using the
microparticle size in the photomask (pixels), microparticle size in the
CLSM image (micrometers), and interdot distance in the photomask
(pixels). Then, both the d/l and l′/l values were calculated for each
microparticle sample.
Solving mazes
We used MATLAB to solve the fabricated mazes. First, we converted
the original CLSM images of maze structures into binary images and
inverted the colors so that black valleys in the CLSM image became
white lines in the binary image. Then, we applied a thinning algorithm,
“bwmorph” function with “skel” operation, to generate a binary skeleton image and specified the starting/ending points on this image. Next,
we extracted possible pathways connecting the starting and ending
points using the “bwlabel” function. Finally, the shortest pathway
was searched by applying the “bwdistgeodesic” function.
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In summary, we have developed a wrinkling-based self-organization
method for constructing physical mazes. By designing the arrangement of the groove arrays of the guiding structure, we allowed ridges
with intrinsic disorder to have specific directionality. These precisely
controlled ridges were used as the walls of mazes with different tessellations, including orthogonal, sigma, and theta shapes. In addition, we
could generate these different tessellations on a single maze just by
changing the photomask for the guiding structure. Furthermore, customization of the maze wall architecture was possible by confining
single ridges inside the corresponding guiding structure with the appropriate design of d/l values.
Ultimately, the resulting structures with highly periodic, ordered,
but random architecture could have applications in various fields.
First, one of their appealing uses is the generation of unique physical
codes for security applications. In the field of security, hardware-based
technologies have attracted significant attention because they provide
powerful protection of secrete keys from hacking, compared to softwarebased technologies. As hacking skills improve, however, the hardwarebased platforms will also be hacked and copied. As an alternative
technology, physical unclonable functions (PUFs) have come into the
spotlight recently. Because they generate private keys based on unclonable physical structures inhered in devices, it is hardly possible to extract the keys from the security system. Our unique maze structures with
complex geometry could serve as PUFs for generating an unlimited
number of private keys by integrating them into security chips. In addition, the developed self-organization method can be applied as a versatile
encoding mechanism for microstructures, including authentication
taggants. For example, if we use the distribution of minutiae points (ridge
endings and bifurcations) as a code, the orthogonal maze patterns facilitate the classification of the encoded taggants based on the code complexity
(fig. S8), allowing flexible code design according to the user’s purposes.
Moreover, the elaborate wrinkle control process provides smart code
control mechanisms such as dual encoding (programmed graphical
codes with random minutiae codes), enabling both a high information
carrying capacity and a high security level. Besides these authentication
purposes, the maze-like microstructures could be used as light-scattering
layers in optics. For instance, the light extraction efficiency of the organic
light-emitting diode can be improved by scattering light with these patterned structures. Furthermore, maze structures of various tessellations
can be used as substrates for cell culturing, cell patterning, or studying the
behavior of microorganisms in biological research. Although here we
focused on the polymeric microparticle as the substrate, this sophisticated
self-organization process can be generalized to various material systems
at multiple scales for their given purposes.

(Polysciences) was added to the prepolymer mixture for CLSM imaging of the surface wrinkle patterns. Ethyl alcohol anhydrous (99%;
Daejung), ammonium hydroxide (25 to 28%; Daejung), deionized water, and tetraethyl orthosilicate (98%; Sigma-Aldrich) were used to
coat the polymerized microparticle surface with silica.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/3/6/e1700071/DC1
fig. S1. Comparative analysis of the orthogonal ridge pattern in different generation methods.
fig. S2. Scanning electron microscopy image of a maze microparticle (scale bar, 10 mm).
fig. S3. Uniqueness of orthogonal patterns.
fig. S4. Ridge organization in a sigma tessellation.
fig. S5. Microparticle design for studying the guiding effect.
fig. S6. Controlling the anisotropic structure.
fig. S7. Inscribing letters with wrinkles.
fig. S8. Control of the code complexity.
movie S1. Generation of the guided wrinkles.
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